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NOTICE INVITING QUOTATION FOR SUPPLYING STUDENTS IDENTITY CARDS

sealed quotation(s) are hereby invited for 'printing of student's identity cards for 2022-23' as per the

specifications, Terms and conditions given belowi All bidders will have to submit their rate on their own

retter pad. seared Tenders/quotations shourd be submitteu to 
{r1 

Teacher-in-charge, Muzaffar Ahmed

Mahavidyalaya along with the following documents GsT, PAN Card, Trade License'
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Last date of Submission of

Terms & Conditions:

1. Sealed quotation should reach on or before 22,..Qk'.2.9230v 3.00 PM.

Z. The rates quoted should be as per our specification including GST and of all taxes.

3. pvc ldentity card with coloured photo. Delivery of item within 10 days of receiving of data (HARD

COPY ONLY) FROM THE College.

4. The firm shall have to remove the defects found, if any in the lD card at its own cost'

5. The payment will be made only after the completion of work.

N RS.Rate
Sl" No

Card Size (8.6 CM * 5.4 CM)

le (Renewable).

Accessories: Card Holder with Printed Ribbon'

Thickness: 125 Microns

MultiColour PrintPrint Qual

Both side
Size-1.
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Date of Opening;

1. Date of opening .*1.t.9..2....29.??.' "' ""'?',?"9-"'f-'"t

Quotation Address:

lo,
The Teacher-in-Charge

Muzaffar Ahmed MahavidYalaYa

P.O + P.S- Salar, 
, 
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Block: BharatPur ll -::":'1"'

District: Murshidabad

Pin:7424OL
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5. The authority reserves the right to cancel any or all the quotations without assigning any reasons

thereof.

7. The terms & conditions and taxes etc. should be clearly mentioned in the quotation'

8. Over writing and corrections, if any should be attested'

9. Typographical & clerical error is subject to correction'

10. For:mat for quotation must be on own letter pad with seal.

11. The accepting authority does not bind to accept the lowest or ant tender/quotation, if the

tender/quotation does not follow the above menlioled terms and condition(s), in whole or in part,

nor does the authority to assign any reason'for rejecting any tender/quotation'
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Teacher-in-Charge

Muzaffar Ahmed MahavidYalaYa

Teacher-in'Charge
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